There is at the present time so strong an opposition to the measures of the general government prevailing thro the counties of Ulster and Orange, that it is dangerous for a man to applaud the administration; and he is fortunate to escape without experiencing personal injury. In many parts of those counties, the friend of government is viewed as an enemy to the general cause, and is treated with marked contempt and disrespect. Almost every town exhibits a liberty pole, as they falsely term it, which those sons of Bellad have erected to their idol faction. Our informants saw these poles at Newburgh, New-Windsor, Montgomery, Wardshidge, Gothen, Florida, Warwick, &c. &c. but they could give us no information concerning the intention of this combination of knaves and fools to oppose the execution of the laws by force. We believe, however, they know too well their insignificance and weakness, to be the deliberate authors of their own destruction.—The sedition and stamp acts, added to their long riveted enmity to the constitution, are the chief cause of this display of democratic fervor.—The former of these laws will never give a moment's wheasiness to any good citizen; and the latter imposes a tax which promises to be highly productive, without being felt by the agriculturist—it will fall almost exclusively on the mercantile part of the community.

In order to enable our readers to exercise due charity for these misguided people, it will be proper to mention that the gazettes published at Newburgh and Gothen, and which have considerable circulation, are exclusively devoted to this stupid faction; and that of all the New-York papers, Greenleaf's panista Register alone is sent into these influential counties.—A striking proof of its utility.—Blessed Democracy!